
FORM A

rN THE COURT OF ADDL SESSTONS JUDGE(FTC),
SONITPUR, TEZPUR

Present: Sri Nisanta Goswami,
Addl. Sessions Judge(FTC),

Sonitpur, Tezpur.

[Date of the Judgment]
2s-08-2022

[Sessions Case No 118 /2019]

Details of FIV Crime and police Station

STATE OF ASSAM

OR

Sri Anand Telenga, S/o Late Sadesh Telenga,

REPRESENTED BY Learned Addl. P.P. Mr. A. Baruah.

ACCUSED PERSON

Sri Raju Topno

Son of- Sri Timba Topno.

Resident of Vill- Colony TE. .

REPRESENTED BY A.K. Mahanta, Learned Advocate.
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FORM B

Accused Details

Form C

LrsT oF pRosEcuTIoN/ DEFENCE/COURT WITN ESSES

A Prosecution

Date of Offence 27-07-2018

Date of FIR. 03-10-2018

Date of Charge-sheet 31-12-2018

Date of Framing of Charges 30-07-2018

Date of commencement of evidence 08-11-2019

Date on which judgment is reserued NIL

Date of the Judgment 24-08-2022

Date of the Sentencing Order, if any NIL

Rank of

the

Accused

Name of

Accused

Date of

Arrest

Date of

Release

on Bail

Offences

charged

with

Whether

Acquitted

or

convicted

Sentence

Imposed

of

Detention

undergone

during Trial

for purpose

of Section

438,Cr.P.C.

Tea
Garden
Labour

Raju
Topno

Cn police
rail,

On police
bail,

Section
34t1376
lStLof
IPC.

NIL

)
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B. Defence Witnesses, if any:

C Court Witnesses, if anv:

I

RANK NAME

NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS,

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

PW1 Sri Anand Telenga Com pla i na nt/Informa nt

PW2 Smti "S" (victim).

PW3 Sri Monij Paik Other Witness.

PW4 Sri Jonas Munda Other Witness.

PW5 Sri Padum Tanti Other Witness.

PW6 Sri Krishna Karmakar Other Witness.

PW7 Sri Jonas Munda @
Manash @ Yooesh

Other Witness.

PWB Dr Nilakhi Das Medical Witness.

PW9 Sri Puran Ch Sharma Police Witness.

RANK NAME

NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS,

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

NIL NIL NIL
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RANK NAME

NATURE OF EVIDENCE

(EYE WITNESS, POLICE WITNESS,

EXPERT WITNESS, MEDICAL WITNESS,

PANCH WITNESS, OTHER WITNESS)

NIL NIL NIL

LrsT oF PROSECUTTON/ DEFENCE/ COURT EXHTBITS

A Prosecution:

B. Defence:

Sr. No Exhibit Number Description

1 P.Ext.1/PW1 Ejahar.

2 P.Elt .zlPwz Statement of victim

3 P.Ext.3/PWB Medical Repoft

4 P.Ext .4lPWg Sketch map

5 P.Ext.5/PW9 Charge sheet

Sr. No Exhibit Number Description

a

NIL NIL Nil

C Couft Exhibits

Exhibit Number

J
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D. Material Objects:

JUDGMENT

Facts of the case

1. The prosecution's case, in brief, is that on

03-10-2018 an ejahar was lodged by one Anand

Telenga at the Rangapara PS stating therein that on

29-09-2018 at about 7.30 pm when his younger sister
\\S" (name withheld) went to purchase some goods

.' from a nearby shop, the accused Raju Topno gagged

her mouth and dragged her inside the TE and forcefully

raped her. Sri Krishna Karmakar was also present with

the accused at the time of the incident. '

2. Based on that ejahar, Rangapara PS Case number

L79l20tB was registered and police started

investigation. After completion of investigation, a

Charge Sheet was submitted against the accused Sri

< Raju Topno under section 376(L) of IPC. Since the

4
aE

Nil Nil Nil

Sr. No Material Object Number Description

NIL NIL NIL
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offence was exclusively triable by the court of sessions;

the learned jurisdictional Magistrate committed the case

to the Court of sessions.

3. Cognizance of the offence was taken. When the

accused Raju Topno appeared before the court,

charges were framed against him under section

34ll376l5Lt of IPC. When the charges were read over

to the accused, he pleaded not guilty and claimed to be

tried. Thus, the case proceeded to the trial stage.

POINT FOR DETERMINATION

4. The following points were taken up for

determination in this cdS€ :

(i) Whether on 29-09-2018 at Colony TE under

Rangapara PS, the accused wrongfully

restrained the informant's sister *S?

(ii)Whether on the same time and place as

mentioned above, the accused committed rape

or attempted to commit rape upon the

informant's sister *S?

POINTS DECIDED AND REASONS THEREOF:

5. During the course of the trial, the prosecution

side adduced evidence of 9(nine) witnesses. The

@'-""/
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accused was examined u/s 313 of CrPC. No evidence

was adduced from defence side.

6. I have heard the learned Addl. PP for the State

and also the learned Counsel for the accused. I have

also perused the materials on record.

7. For the sake of convenience and brevity both the

points are taken up together for discussion.

Sexual intercourge between the accused and the

victim:

B. The first requirement to constitute the offence of

rape is the penetration, insertation, manipulation or

applications, as described u/s 375 of IPC, by the

accused upon the victim, against her will or without her

consent. In the present case the testimony of the victim

"S' (PW 2) as well the informant (PW 1) and the other

witnesses (PW 3,4,5,6 and 7) show that at the relevant

time the accused Raju Topno was having a sexual

intercourse with the victim "S". .

9. The victim of this case "S' (PW2) has stated in

her evidence that on the day of the incident at about

7.00 pm she went to a shop. While returning from the

shop the accused called her but she refused to go.

Then, the accused caught hold of her hand, gagged her

mouth and dragged her to the nearby tea bushes. One

\
\

,
rg'
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person named Krishna Karmakar was guarding it,.,
and the accused raped her. Monoj paik heard her cries

and came forward and he saw the incident. Thereupon,

accused Raju Topno fled away. Monoj brought her to

her house and informed the matter to her brother. The

PW2 further stated that her statement was recorded in

the Court by Magistrate and Ext.P.2 is her statement.

Ext P 2 also corroborates the testimony of the victim

since it reveals that the victim stated before the

Magistrate that at the time of the incident the accused

removed her clothes and mounted over her.

10. The informant Anand Telenga (PW1) stated in his

evidence that Monoj Paik brought his sister to home

and informed him about the matter. His sister also

informed him about the whole incident. Though the pW

2 had not seen the incident himself, as confirmed by

him in his cross examination, he heard that the accused

committed rape of his sister from Monoj Paik and also

from his sister "S".

11. The PW 3 Monoj Paik has stated that the inciOent

took place at about 7-7.30 pm inside the Tea Garden

near the Line No.27. At that time PW3 along with

Padum Tanti and Jonas Munda were proceeding

towards the Tea Garden. As soon as they reached near

the Line No.27 of Colony Tea Estate, they heard a cry

\

4

J
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of a human coming from inside the Tea Garden. All of

them went towards that direction. They noticed the

accused above the victim and committing rape. As soon

as the accused saw them, he fled away from that place.

L2. The evidence of PW 3 was supported by PW 4

Jonas Munda and PW 5 Padum Tanti. PW 4 Jonas

Munda has stated that on the day of the incident, at

about 7-7.30 pm he, along with Monoj Paik and Padum

Tanti, went inside the Colony Tea Estate for strolling.

As soon as they reached near the Iine No.27, they

heard the cry of a girl coming from inside the tea

bushes. They went inside and noticed the accused

committing rape on the victim "S". The accused Raju

Topno fled away on seeing them. The victim told them

that the accused raped her and thereafter they brought

the victim to her house.

13. PW 5 Padum Tanti has stated that on the day of

the incident at about 7.30-8.00 pm he along with Monoj

Paik and Jonas Munda went inside the Colony TSa

Estate for a stroll and to attend nature's cal!. As soon as

they reached near the Line No.27, they heard the cry of

a girl coming from inside the Tea bushed. They went

inside and noticed the accused committing rape on the

victim. The accused Raju Topno fled away on seeing

them and they brought the victim to her house.

@9t""
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t4. Though these witnesses were cross examined at

length, their testimony remained unshaken on the point

that at the time of the incident both the accused and

the victim was found inside the tea garden indulging in

some sexual activity. The PW L, 3,4 and 5 denied the

suggestion that they manufactured a false case against

the accused merely to extort money from him. The

defense has however not adduced any evidence on this

point.

15. It appears from the above discussion that on the

day of the occurrence both the accused and the victim

"S" were found inside the Colony TE, where they were

found to be engaged in sexual intercourse.

Whether the sexual intercourse by the accused

with the victim was without her consent and

against her will

16. The sexual acts of penetration, inseftation,

manipulation or application, as described u/s 375 of IPC,

by a man becomes rape only if it is done against the

will or without the consent of the woman. In the

present case the evidence of the victim *S' (PW 2)

shows that the accused was her friend since Iong and

on the day of the incident she called the accused over

phone and asked him to come near the shop where she

was going. Then the accused came in a motorcycle with

,
I€
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Krishna Karmakar. Thereafter she met the accused Raju.

The PW 2 also stated that since the accused was a
married person, her family members did not like their

relationship. The victim also admitted the fact that
initially asked her brother and others not to file the FIR.

L7. These facts show that in all probability, the victim

went with the accused voluntarily. It is very unlikely

that the accused, who came over to meet the victim on

her asking, would gag her mouth and drag her into the

tea garden. Moreover, none had witnessed the accused

dragging the victim, though her evidence reveals that

there were many customers in the shop where she

went before the alleged incident. The evidence of pw 1

also reveals that it takes around 2-3 minutes to reach

that shop from the house of the victim by walk. This

shows that it was not an isolated place and had the

victim been forcefully dragged by the accused to the

tea bushes, somebody would have witnessed them.

Hence this part of the evidence of the victim ..S,, does

not inspire the confidence of the court.

18. The PW t has merely heard about the incident

and the PW 3, 4 and 5 had merely seen the accused

and the victim engaging in a sexual activity. Their

evidence doesnt reveal whether the accused applied

force and did anything against the will of the victim.

\

t9,.-J0o,
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19. The medical evidence also supports the

hypothesis that the victim had a consensual sex with

the accused. No mark of violence was found in the

body of the victim and her private pafts. On the other

hand, the doctor opined, based on the presence of

Leucorrhea in the vagina of the victim, that she was

habituated of sexual intercourse. The medical report,

exhibited by the doctor as Ext P 3, reveals that the

victim stated before the doctor that she willingly

opened her pyjama and panty and did intercourse with

the man she loved.

20. These evidences rebut the presumption u/s 1144

of the Evidence Act regarding the absence of consent of

the victim. It appears that the victim "S" went with the

accused inside the tea bushes voluntarily and indulged

in consensua! sexual activities. When the PW 3, 4, 5

and 7 found them together inside the tea bushes, the

victim stated that she was being raped by the accused.

However, her revelation in her cross examination belies

that part of her testimony.

2t. In view of the above, it may be lnferred that the

prosecution has failed to prove their case against the

accused Raju Topno beyond reasonable doubt. As such,

the accused is acquitted and set at libefi forthwith.
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